Abstract-Owing to its outstanding performance and rich features, Smart phones have been the rapid development over the past decade, more and more people love to use its mobile Application to process the day-to-day affairs instead of PC, including the normal call and Short Messaging Service, Personal Information Management, send and receive e-mail, browse Web, multimedia Applications and online shopping. In April 2011, the Taipei people began to use the free smart phone Apps "Good Travel in Taipei" to check the realtime traffic information of Taipei City Department of Transportation and get the best route plans according to your location, the Apps software brings together road, bus, subway, bike, high-speed rail, airport, parking and other traffic information, can be easily, simple and fast delivery to the public. The papers will introduce the case of "Good Travel in Taipei" firstly, then Zhengzhou is as an example in China to illustrate the Application of integrated traffic information service system for public travel based on smart phones, we hope it can provide a reference for the future construction of the similar mobile App of traffic information service system in the other cities for public travel.
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I. Background
The smart phone is a general term for the phones, which "like a PC, with an independent operating system, can install software, games, and other third-party programs provided by service providers by the user, through those programs continuously expanding the function of the phone, and accessing network wirelessly through the mobile communication network". Since the launch of the Casio B.O.S.S. in 1989, the smart phone has been the rapid development, and gradually become the future trend of the mobile phone. It is predicted [1] that to 2013, the number of the internet users using mobile will reach 1.78 billion worldwide, more than the number of the users using PC. Simultaneously there will be total 1.82 billion devices Including smart phones and other internet phone. Accompanied with the rapid development of smart phones, the mobile Applications showing a soaring development trend, instead of the PC to handle part of the daily affairs, including personal information management, calendar notes, scheduling task, multimedia Applications, browsing the web to send and receive e-mail, online shopping and so on. According to the report of the market research firm Juniper Research [2] : in 2015, the numbers of the smart phone software downloads will reach 25 billion. It is foreseeable that the mobile Applications will pervade every aspect of our lives and indispensable to people's lives. The traffic information is published to the general public free through smart phone's App. This papers based on the analysis of "Taipei good line" system, aimed at the current situation and actual demand of the 
Instruction of Functional modules
Good travel in Taipei's main interface have followed modules: ① Bus Dynamic Information Query: Input the query bus, the App will display the bus's route and predicted arrival time between stations. ② Real-time traffic query: Provided people with the real-time parking information (the amount of remaining parking spaces), real-time traffic information and "smiling cycling" information in Taipei. ③ Surrounding transportation resources query: Provide location-based services, show the users current location on the map and offer the information about the bus's predicted arrival time, the parking, the traffic condition and the "smiling cycling" surrounding. ④Custom: Collect specific bus routes, "smiling cycling" rental, parking, and so on in the above query. In addition, two customization service, " the remind of bus arrival times " and "the real-time traffic condition of common routes", are provided in "Reservation".Above all shows in Fig.3 Good Travel in Taipei's UI(user interface) of functional modules.
III. Analysis of Zhengzhou Public Travel Information Service Demand
Zhengzhou is the capital and largest city of Henan province in north-central China. A prefecture-level city, it also serves as the political, economic, technological, and educational centre of the province, as well as a major transportation hub for Central China. The city lies on the southern bank of the Yellow River, and is one of the Eight Great Ancient Capitals of China. With 8,626,505 inhabitants according to the 2010 census and 3,980,250 in its built-up area (6 urban districts + 5 City + 1 County), the city is one of the main built up areas of Henan region. Zhengzhou is now a rapidly growing city, one of China's eight ancient capitals, Chinese Excellent Tourism city, and in this papers Zhengzhou is as an example in China to illustrate the Application of integrated traffic information service system for public travel based on smart phones.
Large Number of Smart Phone Users in Zhengzhou
According to the statistics of Ministry of Industry and Information Technology of the People's Republic of China [4] , the number of mobile users in Zhengzhou has reached 9.283 million at the end of 2011. It can also be calculate base on the predicted smart phones penetration(In 2012, smart phones penetration to reach 38%) which is given from the Frost Raadt & Sullivan company in January 2011 that Zhengzhou currently smart phones users is over 3.5 million.
Zhengzhou Traffic Information Construction Status
The achievement of the construction of Zhengzhou city traffic information is significant. In public transport aspects: The Public Transport Corporation established and succession to improve the wisdom scheduling system, targeting on the bus's scheduling, management and monitoring, based on GPS from 2009. Also the transit information such as vehicles arrive time can be published though website, WAP mobile phone and station electronic screen. In summary, the information provision in the transit has a good foundation.
In the ITS, the Zhengzhou city government invested ￥ 89.16 million Yuan in first-stage construction of urban intelligent traffic management system. The system includes six subsystems: Traffic signal control systems, traffic information collection system, traffic guidance systems, intelligent vehicle monitoring and recording (bayonet) system, traffic video surveillance systems, and traffic violation monitoring system. And second-stage of the project will total investment 90.8 million Yuan and add about 1200 detectors in 30 road 400 sections. ITMS (Intelligent traffic management system) will be divided into two parts, after the completion project it can satisfy the actual needs of the city road traffic management, at the same time solve the actual problems of the traffic management. The first batch of construction include auxiliary decision-making of traffic management and the simulation system, traffic information and public service platform, traffic information collection system (Continue to construction), traffic video monitoring system (Continue to construction), the traffic guidance system (Continue to construction), intelligent traffic integrated management platform (Continue to construction), with bidding in the middle of September, started construction in early October, and completion in late November, in 2011. The second batch of construction include vehicle intelligent monitoring and recording system, traffic signal control system, mobile police and PGIS (police geographic information system), the GPS positioning system, and transformation of the command center , etc. The construction plan bidding in Early October, begin construction late October, complete in December late. Zhengzhou city has set up and improve the traffic monitoring and information display system, in the future the platform will also link traffic of urban intelligent traffic management system, presenting the real-time traffic information on the platform. To sum up, Zhengzhou has provided well infrastructure in intelligent transportation, and is beneficial to construction of information integrated platform in the future.
From the end of April 2011, Taipei City Department of Transportation begin to provide "Good Travel in Taipei " App in the App Store and Android Market. The APP involving Taipei dynamic traffic information (parking, real-time traffic, cycling ...), bus and subway interchange recommended, bus information and other information. At the end of June, the APP has been downloaded more than 80,000 times, once ranking NO.1 among the travel category in the App Store, which shows the urgent needs of the people to the realtime traffic information.
The Zhengzhou citizen is no exception, having strong demand for the static traffic facilities information and real-time traffic information before the trip and travel. However, the available way to deliver transportation information is very limited, mainly though the guidance screen (traffic guidance and Parking Guidance) and supplemented website, radio. Urban road traffic, bus, taxi, subway, airport and bus real-time information that citizens are unable to get, even the static transport facilities information are not be provided enough. In view of the urgent needs of the people over traffic information, making full use of and mining the Zhengzhou city's existing traffic information resources through the smart phone to widely distribute traffic information, enables people to keep abreast of the realtime traffic conditions of variety transport modes in the City, helping in planning travel routes, saving travel time and choosing transport mode, then improving the city's traffic operating efficiency.
IV. System Planning and Design
The Center of Traffic Information Integrated
Now the Zhengzhou citizens who want to get traffic information have to respectively browse the websites of the various units. At the same time, in the websites the information such as subway, high-speed rail, Airlines and others which people will often use, need to expanded and integrated. And the information of Lane reduction or diversion caused by road construction also should be provided later. All in all, the integrated traffic information center can sum and post all available information, making the Zhengzhou public or even foreign people to obtain relevant information via the traffic information center as show in Fig.4 . For current Zhengzhou traffic information, this paper gives the plan and schedule of the traffic information aggregation and release as shown in the Table 1 . Described as follows: The GPS dispatch center of public transportation system basically completed can publish information; Traffic management system firststage is finished and available to provide real-time traffic information about the artery; The long-distance passenger transportation aspect now only provide static information such as hub station, bus terminal, routes and bus schedule; Parking part now can only provide static information such as parking location and parking numbers and so on; As the small demand for taxi information at this stage so it were not provided; Subway Information will be provided in the completion of the subway: Other intercity transportation is more simple, planning to provide in link Mode. 
Content and Function
Reference to other cases in different areas and according to existing data resources in Zhengzhou, The Smooth Traffic in Zhengzhou function structure of this stage has been initially studied and determined, as shown below. The overall framework is divided into five major areas: Public transportation information, Road condition information, Intercity passenger transportation, Parking information and The Airport Railway. Each field's data type, data content and g function, specified as follows in Table 2 .
System Architecture
Integrated platform obtains the required data from variety of data sources, stored them in the data center, and provide various traffic information services through the smart phone. The system architecture includes the preceding traffic data collection, data processing center and the Application layer publishing the traffic information. Its structure is shown in Fig. 5. 
The Traffic Information App
The following Fig.6 illustrate the main functions of the App: "Transit information", "road information", "intercity passenger", "parking information" and "airport and railway". The features above can meet the user' demand anytime:
The App obtains the data from integrated platform servers via Web Service technology then presents in Appropriate way (Listing, Web View, Map, Routes). It also can help users to find the target on the map using the phone's GPS and map API (API, Application Programming Interface) (Baidu or Google). Fig.7 Illustrations the communication between the APP and with integrated platform.
Integrated Platform
Main tasks: 1 providing the desired information and data of the "smart phone traffic information software".2 Obtain useful data from the transport data sources and store them in the database for phone's API. 3 provide system management functions (data analysis, user feedback, system parameter setting). The integrated platform function is shown in the In order for the data communications will be more efficient between integrated platform and data sources. The system depending on the characteristics of the data divide the information into intensive updated and nonintensive updated, in order to update in Appropriate time and disperse the load of the network and servers. For example: The latest news: update every 10 to 30 minutes (adjustable), Non-real-time data: update from all data sources in 12:00 AM ~ 1:00 AM each night. n real time data: Update depending on the update frequency of the data source.
System management: system initially can provide Data analysis, User feedback, System parameter setting and other functions.
UI Interface Design
User-friendly designed of the UI interface ensuring the App-traffic information service system has the ability to make more users accepted and benefited. Combined with the ingenuity of experienced engineers and graphic designer and integrated the overall style and operating, there are several style of the APPSmooth Traffic in Zhengzhou, as shown in Fig.9 . 
V. Conclusion
The goal of "Good Travel in Taipei" is to provide comprehensive and integrated transport information, concluding Taipei major means of transportation, road traffic conditions, transfer information and so on in an APP, making users to master Taipei traffic information and meet the needs of their travel planning. Learn from "Good Travel in Taipei" concept, the paper proposes a Zhengzhou traffic information service system architecture based on smart phone APP. This system can provide a wide range of traffic information in Zhengzhou, such as transit information, road traffic conditions, parking information Airport Railway and others. Free traffic information allows users to fully master the traffic information in Zhengzhou, including static information and dynamic information and plan travel.
